STANDARD MFG. COMPANY has released Blu-Wiz disposable towel with extra wet strength and absorbency. Blu-Wiz is a durable tee towel that can be used repeatedly, according to the company. Towels have two layers of bulky, high wet tissue, a lamination of soft, polypropylene scrim for strength plus two more layers of tissue. Original cost is much less than cloth or other types of towels, according to the manufacturer. Available in reshippable cases of 200 each.

THE TORO COMPANY introduces two accessories for the Sand Pro three-wheeled rider mower: a greens spiker and a finish-grader. The finish-grader is a quick-mounted box plow and scarifier for grading, shaping and contouring seedbeds. According to the company, it eliminates hand-shoveling and raking in small areas. Unit is closed at both ends preventing windrows; is automatically self-relieving across the 66-inch width of the scraper to produce a smooth, even surface. The spiker, with a special profile-tooth blade, penetrates cleanly because "hold-down fingers" prevent lifting the turf; greens are said to be immediately playable after spiking. No rolling or cutting is necessary, according to the company.

DOUBLE EAGLE PROFESSIONAL DIV., Ajay Enterprises, introduces the Scoop-N-Rake golf ball retriever. The lightweight, polished aluminum retriever has a full 12 foot reach, yet telescopes to 38 inches. Fits into any size golf bag, according to the company. Patented loop opens to become a rake and scoops a ball out of the water or over a fence with the loop back.

HYDRO SYSTEMS, INC., is featuring a 1.0 hp floating aerator designed for small ponds that require aeration to avoid stagnation and algae build-up. The completely assembled, pre-wired unit with mooring cable and screw auger anchors utilizes 1.0 hp, single phase, 115/230 volt motor. Pump rate is approximately 1,900 gallons per minute.

REFLECTOR HARDWARE CORP.—SPACEMASTER is offering Clubmaster, a two piece golf club displayer with enough room for displaying nine irons with clubheads up and fanned out and four woods with heads down, giving full exposure to all clubs. Available in black, white or green, the all-metal displayer may be ordered for use on perforated panels, crossbars or for screw-mounting to walls, panels or posts. Also available is a revolving model, which displays four sets of clubs. Uses three square feet of space and comes in black, white or green.